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ABSTRACT 
The researches on Integrated Energy System 

continue to thrive nowadays, since it can promote the 
use of renewable energy and increase energy 
consumption efficiency. In this paper, a novel modelling 
method of District Heating Network (DHN) considering 
the change of the thermodynamic states of the working 
fluid is proposed, based on the basic components in 
DHN, including the pipelines, pressure sources (PSs) and 
junctions. And a corresponding DHN model constructed 
of these components is established. By applying this 
method, DHNs with diverse topologies, even with 
different supply and return networks, can be analyzed. 
In order to solve the equations efficiently, Newton’s 
method with its partial derivatives obtained by a 
numerical method is applied, and an appropriate set of 
initial values is also discussed. Finally, case studies of a 
cogeneration system are performed to demonstrate the 
validity of the proposed models as well as the analyzing 
methods. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Due to the reasons of fossil resource depletion, 

climate change, and policy incentives, sustainable 
energy including wind power and photovoltaic has been 
growing rapidly [1], while energy conservation and low-
carbon emissions have attracted worldwide attention 
[2,3]. In order to achieve lower carbon emissions and 
higher efficiency of energy utilization, multi-energy 
systems (MESs) have been widely studied and applied in 
recent decades [4]. The integration of gas, electricity 
and heat carriers can offer great potential for better 
managing various energy resources, decreasing 
consumption and enabling a higher share of renewable 
energy [5]. 

Mathematical modelling of the Integrated MESs has 
been studied extensively so far, including both district 
level and multi-region level energy networks [6]. Energy 
hub concept was proposed in 2007 [7] to model the 
district level energy networks. It represents an interface 
between diverse energy infrastructures using a coupling 
matrix [8]. A combined analysis of electricity and heat 
networks had been conducted using a method similar to 
calculating a load flow problem in an AC power grid [9]. 
Such analogy between thermal network and electrical 
network is also used to model enthalpy transfer using 
electric circuit equivalents [10], so that one can use the 
software originally designed for power grid to solve the 
heat transfer problems. Besides, the dynamics of DHNs 
also start to get noticed by researchers. A uniform 
framework for modeling heat losses and transfer delays 
in the Laplace domain was proposed in [11]. Apart from 
combined heat and power network, a matrix modelling 
method of trigeneration systems, where cooling energy 
is included, was proposed in [12]. In the meantime, 
dynamic interactions of the three energy systems (gas, 
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heat and power) are modelled with the help of the 
singular perturbation theory [13]. 

However, previous researches on DHN, focus 
merely on the heat networks whose supply pipe is in 
parallel with the return pipe, the components between 
them are modelled merely by the pressure drop p∆  
and the heat power Q . In addition, the DHNs are 
mostly modelled from the perspective of network 
rather than specific components, which cannot take 
into account of the detailed losses of the heat 
transmission process. To overcome these deficiencies, a 
novel modelling method of DHN considering the change 
of the thermodynamic states of the working fluid is 
proposed. 

2. MODELLING OF THE BASIC COMPONENTS IN DHN 

2.1 Determining the thermal dynamic properties of 
working fluid according to real-time working state 

The working fluid in DHN is typically hot water, 
which owns all kinds of the physical properties of fluids, 
like specific internal energy u , density ρ , kinematic 
viscosity ν , thermal conductivity k , specific heat 
capacity pc . They are all functions of the working state 
of the fluid. Since phase transition does not occur 
during a normal operation process of DHN, the states 
can be well represented by the pressure and 
temperature ( p ,T ) of the working fluid. 

Since the normal working region of DHN is not 
extensive, with temperature at approximately 
293.15~373.15K and pressure at approximately

1 0.1MPap = ~ 2 10MPap = , the fitting method is chosen 
in this paper for simplicity. In this region, by fitting 
according to the water property tables, the following 
polynomial expressions of (1) to (8) proposed below can 
guarantee an accuracy of over 95%. 
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where: z is an intermediate variable which has the 
same unit as T . The units in these expressions are as 

follows. Temperature: K; specific internal energy: kJ/kg; 
density: kg/m3; kinematic viscosity: 10-9m2/s; thermal 
conductivity: mW/(m·K); specific heat capacity: J/(kg·K).  

After the basic properties are calculated using the 
expressions above, some other properties can also be 
derived. 

 µ ρν=  (9) 

 Pr pc
k
µ

=  (10) 

 Re vD
ν

=  (11) 

where: µ  is the dynamic viscosity; Pr  is the Prandtl 
number; Re  is the Reynolds number; v  is the 
velocity of fluid; D  is the hydraulic diameter of a pipe. 

2.2 Detailed modelling of pipelines 

DHN is essentially a complicated pipe network. The 
pipeline not only undertakes the task of transporting 
working fluid, but also has the ability of transferring 
heat in its radial direction. The heat exchange system of 
heat source, heat station and heat transfer pipeline 
system are uniformly modelled as a heat exchange 
pipeline model in this paper, with the equivalent heat 
dissipation coefficient being modelled as thermal 
resistance. 

This paper introduces a virtual internal node I  so 
that the pipe can be divided into 2 segments. Actually, 
the number of segments can be even larger, with higher 
accuracy but lower speed of calculation. When the fluid 
inside the pipeline is working under the steady state, 
the pressure drop relations are: 

 A I AIp p p− = ∆  (12) 
 B I BIp p p− = ∆   (13) 

where: subscripts A , B  denote the two ports of the 
pipe. The pressure losses within different flow regions 
are different. The loss equations can be found in [14]. 

Since an internal node is introduced, the density ρ  
and kinematic viscosity ν  in the pressure loss 
equations will be the related parameters at the internal 
node: 

 ( )I ITρ ρ ρ= =  (14) 
 ( )I ITν ν ν= =  (15) 
The conversion of mass under the steady state is: 
 0A Bm m+ =   (16) 

where: m is the mass flow rate into the port. Subscripts 
A , B  denote the two ports of the pipe.  When fluid 

flows into a port, its mass flow rate is regarded as 
positive, according to the specified reference direction. 

The enthalpy flow rate H  into a port of pipeline is: 
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The reference direction is the same for the enthalpy 
and mass flow rate. When fluid flows into the port, u , 
p  and ρ  are supposed to be the values at the port. 

When fluid outflows from the port, p  and ρ  are 
supposed to be values at the port, while u  will be the 
value at the internal node. And the energy conservation 
equation for the pipe will be: 

 0A B HH H Q+ + =   (18) 
According to the heat transfer process of a pipe 

[15,16], the heat transfer HQ  can be divided into the 
convection convQ  and conduction condQ : 

 H conv condQ Q Q= +  (19) 
 ( )( )1 NTU

conv p A HQ mc T T e−= − − −  (20) 

 ( )surf
cond H I

kS
Q T T

D
= −  (21) 

where: surfS , D , HT are the surface area ,hydraulic 

diameter, surface temperature of the pipe. To get the 
convection heat transfer, the convective heat transfer 
coefficient is needed (included in NTU : the number of 
transfer unit), which is related with the Nusselt number 
Nu  and Reynolds number Pr . As mentioned 
previously, they can be derived from the basic states, 
which may be calculated by: 

 ( ) ( ), ,
2

I A I I
avg

M p T M p T
M

+
=  (22) 

where: M can be replaced by k , pc  and µ . 
The heat transfer process outside the pipe wall can 

be modelled by thermal resistance, as shown in Fig 1. 
Fig 1(a) is more often used, which consists of a 
temperature source and a thermal resistance. 

 HS H H HT T R Q− =  (23) 
where: HST  is the temperature of the outer surface of 
the pipe, HR  is the equivalent radial thermal 
resistance of the pipe. 

 
2.3 Modelling of the pressure source 

The function of a PS is to boost the pressure across 
its two ports connected, with pressure difference cmdp : 

 B A cmdp p p− =  (24) 
Its mass conservation equation is the same as (16), 

while the energy conservation equation is: 
 0A BH H W+ + =    (25) 
Due to no requirement to calculate the pressure 

loss and heat transfer in a PS, ( Ip , IT ) can be simplified 
to only one variable Iu . And then the enthalpy flow 
equation is the same as (17). 

The mechanical power W  is calculated by: 
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For a motor-driven PS, the conversion efficiency is: 
 /e W Eη =    (27) 

where: E  is the input electric power of the PS. 

2.4 Modelling of junction 

When a stream of fluid needs to diverge or several 
streams of fluids need to converge, a junction is used. 

For a junction with n  ports, the mass and energy 
conservation equations are: 

 
, , ...

0n
n A B C

m
=

=∑   (28) 

 
, , ...

0n
n A B C

H
=

=∑   (29) 

The calculation method of enthalpy flow of junction 
is the same as the PS. The pressure values at all ports 
are the same since the pressure loss is neglected inside 
the junction: 

 A B C Np p p p= = = =  (30) 

3. POWER FLOW OF COGENERATION SYSTEM 
A cogeneration system is typically composed of a 

DHN and a PSN [17]. They can be coupled by 
components like CHP units, motor-driven PSs, heat 
pumps, etc. Analyzing a DHN is actually solving a set of 
algebraic equations. Thus, the first thing to do is to find 
a set of unknown variables and an equal number of 
constraints that can depict the whole system under 
actual operating conditions. The variable vector x  is 
defined as: 

 [ , , , , , , , , ]
I I H H I I

N N B P P P P C J T
p T m p T T Q u u=x x x x x x x x x x  (31) 

In which the variables are: node pressures, node 
temperatures, mass flow rate of branches, pressure and 
temperature inside pipes, temperature at the wall of 
pipes, heat transfer power of pipes, specific internal 

 
Fig 1 Schematic diagram of heat transfer process outside 

the pipe wall 
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energy of PSs and junctions respectively. The dimension 
of this vector is: 

 ( )dim 2 | | | | 4 | | | | | | 1= + + + + −x       (32) 
in which the symbols are: number of nodes, number of 
branches, number of pipes, number of PSs and number 
of junctions, respectively. 

And the mismatch vector can be written as: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ , , , ]

T T T TN P C J T=ΔF ΔF ΔF ΔF ΔF  (33) 

where: the vectors are the mismatches about the 
nodes, pipes, PSs and junctions respectively. 

Since the partial derivatives in the Jacobian matrix 
are rather complicated according to the proposed 
models, and they also change with the method of 
determining thermodynamic properties, a numerical 
method of obtaining each partial derivative is proposed, 
as shown in Fig 2. 

 
The following method is proposed to assign the 

initial values for vectors in (31). (i) For pressures and 
temperatures, they can use the average values of the 
whole network. (ii) For specific internal energy, it can be 
derived based on average temperature. (iii) For heat 
transfer power at consumers and sources, their 
designed values can be utilized. For transmission losses, 

0 is a reasonable initial value. (iv) For mass flow rate at 
a consumer, it can be estimated using the formula of 
specific heat capacity. The mass flow rates at other 
branches can be obtained according to the mass 
conservation law. 

After solving all the unknown variables in DHN, the 
mechanical power input in PSs will be obtained; and 
(27) can be used to get the corresponding electrical 
power, which is classified into the load of PSN. By 
applying load flow analysis in PSN, the cogeneration 
system can be solved ultimately. 

4. CASE STUDY 
In order to verify the improved DHN models 

proposed in chapter 2 and the calculation method 
proposed in chapter 3, a demonstration network of 
cogeneration system shown in Fig 3(a) is tested. The 
heat source is from the output of a CHP unit, while the 
electricity is supplied by both the CHP and the power 
grid. Fig 3(b) shows the model of PSN part composed of 
3 buses connected by 1 transformer and 1 transmission 
line. The model of DHN is shown in Fig 3(c), with the 
numbers of objects clearly marked on it. There are 5 
pipes, 2 PSs and 2 junctions in the DHN. Parameters of 
both the PSN and the DHN are specified in Fig 3(d) (not 
shaded part). The impedance, admittance, voltage and 
power parameters of the PSN are per unit values. The 
analysis process begins from the DHN, and then goes to 
the PSN. The latter, being a radial network, can be 
solved easily by the forward-back substitution method 
which is widely adopted in power systems. 

According to the calculation methods in Section 3, it 
can be seen from Fig 4 that after 5 iterations, the error 
of the mismatch vector drops below 10-8. The 
convergence process behaves in quadratic characteristic 
with the Y-axis, which validates the high efficiency of 
the proposed method. The results of the DHN are 
shown in the shaded part of Fig 3(d), and the PSN in Fig 
3(e). From the results, we can learn that the pressure 
mainly drops on transmission pipes, while the heat 
transfer of pipes depends highly on thermal resistance. 
There is little temperature variation on branch b=2 
since the boundary condition of this pipe is configured 
to adiabatic. A comparative calculation based on the 
traditional method [18] is also carried out, and the main 
results are similar, which validates the component 
models of this paper. The differences mainly occur in 
the long-distance transmission pipeline (Fig 3(f)), with 
nearly 30% error in p∆  and 50% in T∆ , indicating the 
necessity of using a more precise model for multi-region 

 
Fig 2 Algorithm of calculating numerical derivatives 
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DHNs. The calculation is performed with Intel Core i7-
10700K CPU @ 3.80GHz, and a 16GB ram, coded in the 

Microsoft Visual Studio Community 2019. The running 
time of this program is about 0.078s. 

 

 
Fig 3 Diagrams, data and calculation results of the cogeneration system in casy study 

 
Fig 4 Convergence characteristics of the proposed method 
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5. CONCLUSION AND PROSPECT 
An improved modelling method of DHN is proposed 

in this paper. The main contributions are: (1) It can be 
used to analyze DHNs of any topologies, not restrict to 
parallel supply and return fluid networks. (2) Changes of 
thermodynamic properties are taken into consideration. 
(3) Detailed heat transfer, pressure loss processes are 
analyzed in detail in formulae (19-22). (4) An efficient 
calculating method is applied and a general way of 
assigning initial values is discussed. (5) A case study 
demonstrates the models and calculating methods 
proposed previously and a comparison with traditional 
method is presented to illustrate the necessity of 
adopting new method in multi-region DHN analysis. 

The limitations of this paper are: (1) Modelling of 
other components of DHN, like the heat pumps, are not 
included. (2) Calculating a more detailed model means 
additional computational time, and a faster and better 
calculating method is needed. 

Future researches may include: (1) Topology of DHN 
which can optimize the heat delivery process. (2) 
Inventing new components in DHN which may flexibly 
control the heat power flow based on the physical 
processes mentioned in this paper. (3) Faster numerical 
methods calculating the power flow in DHN. 
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